FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

NEW NUHN ELECTRA‐STEER MANURE TANK ROLLS ON ALLIANCE TIRES
WAKEFIELD, Massachusetts (September 16, 2016)—Huge equipment is spurring
demand for huge farm tires. When Nuhn Industries set out to build its most
advanced manure spreaders—which carry 71,000 to 80,000 pounds of manure at a
time—company engineers knew how much of the new models’ success would come
down to their tires. The company’s owners found their solution in a new flotation
radial from Alliance Tire, engineered and built to meet the growing need for huge‐
capacity tires.
The Nuhn Electra‐Steer 8500 and 9500 are designed to meet the high demands of
professional manure haulers and leading livestock operations. They are crossover
systems, each unit equipped to load itself with an onboard vacuum pump and to
discharge manure efficiently with a high‐volume pump.
Ultimately, says Ian Nuhn, Vice President of Nuhn Industries in Sebringville, Ontario,
and designer of the new spreaders, tires were the vital, missing link. Heavy loads,
road speeds up to 40 mph, and the need to operate in muddy fields, stubble, pasture,
gravel and pavement all demand a tough, versatile tire.
Nuhn and his father, Dennis, zeroed in on the Alliance 393 Agri‐Transport flotation
radial 35.5R32. The Alliance 393 tread has a very high rubber‐to‐void ratio for
smooth travel over the road and long wear. The tire’s sturdy, heat‐minimizing
sidewalls and steel radial belts minimize road squirm—improving tread life and
road performance—and reducing rolling resistance, which boosts fuel economy.
Meanwhile, The Agri‐Transport 393’s aggressive, directional block tread design
provides traction in the field and excellent self‐cleaning.
Teamwork is at the heart of the relationship between Alliance and Nuhn, says Bruce
Besancon, Vice President of Marketing at Alliance Tire Americas, Inc. (ATA).
“Dennis and Ian are more than just customers—they are collaborators, working
closely with us to develop better manure handling solutions for their customers,”
Besancon says. “At ATG we work every day with innovators like the Nuhns to bring
great new agricultural technology to the market.”
For information on the new Nuhn Electra‐Steer 8500 and 9500 manure spreaders,
visit www.nuhn.ca. For more on Alliance tires, visit www.atgtire.com or call (800)
343‐3276/(781) 321‐3910.

About ATG
The Alliance Tire Group (ATG) is a leader in the off‐the‐road tire industry. For more
than 60 years, Alliance has built a reputation as a world leader in off the road and
farm tire technology with its Alliance, Galaxy and Primex brands. Today, ATG
engineers and manufactures more than 2,000 different tires to help farmers,
loggers, construction teams, miners, material handlers and other working people
around the world tackle every job, in every condition, every day. From the
industry's first all‐steel radial flotation tires to the leading performance tires for
skid steer machines, ATG has a tire for every challenge on the farm, logging site and
jobsite. With an American‐based field engineering, R&D and customer service staff,
Alliance Tire is in the field daily with customers, constantly innovating new tires.
For more information on Alliance tires, visit www.atgtire.com, call toll free (800)
343‐3276 or (781) 321‐3910.
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